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Abstract- Consider a wireless network with m
transmitter-receiver pairs and an additional n relay
nodes to assist communication. We are interested in the
rate/diversity trade-off of such a system. Since the presence
of interference is known to reduce diversity significantly,
we propose a transmission scheme based on interference
cancellation by the relay nodes. This scheme achieves a
diversity linear in the number of relay nodes (over all
rates up to the maximum possible). Compared to a protocol
where receivers decode all transmitted messages, the new
scheme is seen to achieve higher diversity at higher rates.

I. INTRODUCTION

In wireless networks reliable communication is limited
by the presence of interference, fading and noise. In the
high SNR regime we can measure reliability by diversity,
the exponent of the error probability due primarily to
fading. Relay nodes are known to provide diversity
by setting up multiple independent transmission paths
between each transmitter and receiver [1], [2]. In this
way errors will only occur in the rare event that all of
the links are in a deep fade.

In this work we look at a network with m transmitters
each having a receiver they wish to communicate with.
Assisting us in this communication are n relay nodes
which provide redundant paths from sender to receiver.
For reliable communication each receiver needs to de-
code its intended signal with low probability of error.
We will assume that the fading coefficients between

any two communication nodes are independently and
identically distributed according to a Rayleigh distribu-
tion. This may be a reasonable assumption in networks
with high scattering and no direct line-of-sight transmis-
sion path, such as an indoor setting. The capacity of
such channels (interference channels with relays) is an
open problem, here we consider a particular transmission
strategy and aim to achieve high diversity over a range
of transmission rates.
We shall adopt the definition of rate and diversity

in [3]: we consider a family of codes of fixed block
length and increasing SNR and say that user i supports a

multiplexing gain of ri if its data rate Ri (SNR) satisfies
limSNBo Ri (SNR) = ri. Each user has a diversity d
if the average error probability Pe for the system (all
users) behaves as liMSNRoo Pe(SNR) = d. Hence thelog SNR
higher value of d for a given multiplexing gain, the more
reliable the system at that corresponding rate.
We will be defining a wireless scheme in which the

diversity increases linearly in the number of relay nodes.
The model has also been investigated in [4] with power
efficiency in mind. We then find its diversity through an
outage probability calculation. This will be expressed as
a function of the sum of the multiplexing gains of the
users. We postpone proof outlines to the final section.
The diversity-multiplexing gain trade-off was first de-

fined and calculated for MIMO systems in [3]. In recent
years cooperative wireless schemes have been analyzed
[5], [6] and trade-off curves determined for a variety of
networks incorporating relays [7], though the optimality
of these curves over particular ranges of multiplexing
gains remains an open problem. In this work we also
compare the diversity-multiplexing trade-off curve to
another scheme we considered in [8], in which there
was no interference cancellation and receivers decoded
all transmitted signals.

II. MODEL AND TRANSMISSION SCHEME

We have m transmitter-receiver pairs and n relay
nodes, shown in Figure 1. On these nodes we shall
impose the half-duplex condition [7]: they cannot si-
multaneously receive and transmit information. Let fik,
gij, hjk be fading coefficients between nodes, where
i = 1 to m indexes the transmitters, j 1 to n
indexes the relays and k = 1 to m indexes the receivers
respectively. All coefficients are assumed to be indepen-
dent and identically drawn from a CAV(O, 1) complex
Gaussian distribution. We assume each relay node has
knowledge of all fading coefficients. This is a rather
strong assumption. To justify it, suppose that none of
the channels are changing rapidly and some form of
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Fig. 1. Wireless network with m transmitter-receiver pairs and n relay
nodes. In Stage 1 the transmitters send to the relays and receivers, in
Stage 2 the relays forward a scaled version of what they have received
to the receivers. Two of the fading coefficients are shown.

feedback is used. We also note that our results can be
viewed as outer bounds for schemes that do not assume
this channel knowledge. The receivers, however, need
not have knowledge of all the channels.

Initially the m transmitter nodes send their signals
simultaneously. Each of the relays and receivers obtains a
faded linear combination of transmitted signals. The jth
relay node then multiplies its received signal by a scalar
dj (a function of the fading coefficients) and forwards its
resulting signal to the receivers while the m transmitting
nodes are silent. Thus we have a two-stage process.

In Stage 1, if Yk denotes the signal received at the kth
receiver and sj the signal received at the jth relay node
we may write

m
(1)(1

Yk PL fikXi + wk k 1,2,...,m,

m

sj =~ 1,g ijs i + vj j = 1,2,...,n,
i=l

where Wk and vj are additive complex Gaussian noise
at the kth receiver and jth relay node respectively. The
constant P represents the power of each transmitted
signal so as to normalize xi: we assume E xi 2 = 1
and that each transmitter has the same average power P.
Also assume Wk is zero-mean complex Gaussian noise
with E|Wk 2 = 1.

In Stage 2, the kth receiver obtains a faded linear
combination of signals from the relays:

n

(2) ZsdJ2k-)(2) = sjdjhjk + Wk2
j=1

n m n

~~~~ + <~~~~~~~~~~2),= Ip Xi, 9ijdjhjk+ , vjdjhjk + wk2
j=1 i=i j=1

for k 1, 2, ... , m. In matrix form,

[(y( ))T(y(2))T] xT[F (GDH] + VT [O DH]
+ [(W(1) )T (W(2) )T] (1)

where fik is the (i, k) entry of F, gij is the (i, j) entry
of G, D is diagonal with dk as its kth entry, and H has
hjk as its (j, k) entry.

Stage 1 of transmission can be shown to add one to
the diversity established by Stage 2 effectively it adds
one independent path fkk from sender to receiver. From
now we focus on the diversity arising from Stage 2 of
transmission.

Note that the m receivers receive both their desired
signals as well as (potentially) m -1 interference terms.
In [8] it has been shown that decoding signals assuming
the interference terms are noise results in a diversity of
zero, for any transmission rate. Therefore [8] focused
on multiple access channel (MAC) decoding (see e.g.
[9]) to obtain diversity results. Here the relays assist
in eliminating the interference. Thus we choose D to
satisfy:

GmxnDnxnHnxm CImxm (2)
for a scalar c, and where 'mXm~ represents the m x m
identity matrix. As mentioned earlier the relay nodes
are assumed to have knowledge of the channels and so
are able to compute D. Of course, since we have m2
equations in (2) and n unknowns (not including c), this
is only possible if n > m2. We will presently assume
this and later comment on the case n < m2.
Then we have

yT = VpcxT +vTDH + w. (3)
That is, each receiver obtains only its intended signal
(plus additive noise). To ensure unit amplification by
each relay on average we additionally impose the con-
dition Z)1 dj2 = n. From this constraint, we find c
as follows: solve the equation GDH = I for D, then
let D = D/l I which has the required norm n. Then
cI = GDH = GDH,/lDll from which c = D.
When n > m2 there are infinitely many solutions to
GDH = I, and we will later argue that the optimal
choice is the minimum norm solution. We assume each
receiver has knowledge of the scalar c.
We remark that the power efficiency of this

interference-cancellation scheme was studied in Section
V-G of [4]. A similar interference cancellation scheme
is considered in [10] where capacity scaling laws are
derived in the asymptotic case of a large number of
relays. This requires less channel knowledge at the
relays, but at least m3 relay nodes are required. Unlike
[10], in this work we are primarily interested in diversity.

III. MAIN RESULT OUTAGE BEHAVIOR

We now analyze the error probability behavior of the
interference cancellation scheme defined in the previ-
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ous section. From (3) and recalling that each receiver
knows c we can find the mutual information for the
ith transmitter-receiver pair and say that that pair is in
outage if for a given rate Ri the instantaneous mutual
information is below Ri:

Ri > log (1 + 1 + ,J2(DH)i, 2)' (4)

for i = 1,2,..., m. Here (JV2 represents the noise
variance at each relay and (DH)i is the ith column of
DH.
Assume we use a coding scheme which is universal,

meaning that at high SNR an arbitrarily low probability
of error can be achieved when the channel is not in
outage [11]. If no such coding scheme exists, then the
analysis which follows will provide a lower bound on
the error probability (upper bound on diversity).
Hence from now we assume the dominant error event

for the interference cancellation network is outage that
is one of the users' data rates cannot be supported due
to fading.

It can be shown that since 1l(DH)il2 has an ex-
ponentially tailed distribution, inequality (4) may be
approximated by c2 < E, where E = 0(1/P). That is,
the ith user is in outage if

2 k(2Ri 1) p-(1 r
p

where 2Ri = Pri and k is a constant.
For 0 < ri < 1 the right side of this expression

is small for large P so we let Ej := kP-(1-ri) and
the outage probability is then upper bounded by the
probability that c2 = 1 Dl2 is less than Ej.

If n > 2 we can minimize this probability over the
infinitely many choices of D satisfying (2) by choosing
D to have minimal norm. We can rewrite the system
GDH = cI in the form Ad = b, where

glihil 912h21
g91hl2 912h22

g9ihim
921 hil
921 h12

921 him

gm, him

912h2m
922h2l
922h22

922h2m

gm2h2m

... glnhnl

... glnhn2

... glnhnm

... 92nhnl

... 9nhn2

... 92nhn

... gmnhnm

di'd2
d = : , b = vec(Imxm).

L_dn
(The vec operator stacks the columns of a matrix,

forming a column vector.) The d which minimizes
l dl 2 = IIDI 2 in this underdetermined system of equa-
tions is found by applying the pseudoinverse:

d = A*(AA*)-1b.

Hence

mmin IDI 2 = d*d = b*(AA*)-1b.

Determining the outage probability behavior at high
SNR then amounts to finding Pr (b1(AA) 1b < E). It

turns out that this is of order En- 2+1 which leads to the
following main result whose proof is outlined in Section
V.

Theorem 1: Consider the two-stage interference can-
cellation scheme described by (1), with m transmitter-
receiver pairs and n relay nodes (where n > mi2).
Choose D to satisfy (2) and have norm IIDI 2 = n.
Then if the ith transmitter has multiplexing gain ri,
the maximum diversity of the system is at least d
(n -m2 + 2)(1 - maxi ri).

IV. DISCUSSION
Theorem 1 implies that provided relay nodes allow for

independent fades to and from the transmitter/receiver
pairs, diversity can be made to grow linearly in the
number of relay nodes for rates up to the maximum
possible sum rate S = m/2.
Of course, we need not insist that all m nodes are

transmitting at once. In fact, we cannot do so when
n < m2. In this case, one can choose K < m
source destination pairs and perform the interference
cancellation scheme using the remaining 2m + n -2K
nodes as relays (which requires 2m + n -2K > K2 or
K < V2m-+ n + 1 -1). If we perform this for all ( )jf)
possible combinations of K transmit/receive pairs, then
each pair will be communicating a fraction K/rm of the
time. Thus, assuming equal multiplexing gains ri = r,
the sum-rate now is S = rK/2. We therefore have the
following result.

Theorem 2: Consider the two staged interference can-
cellation scheme just described. Then, if the multiplexing
gains of all users are equal, ri = r, then for a given sum-
rate S, the diversity is at least

d(S) max (2m+n-2K-K2+2)(1-2S/K).
K< 2m+n+1 1

(6)
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A. A MAC-based scheme

For the sake of comparison, we consider a protocol
previously analyzed in [8], where D no longer is chosen
to cancel interference but rather a MAC-based decoder
[9] is used to deal with interference. In this scheme,
initially K of the m transmitters transmit their signals
simultaneously as before while the corresponding K
receivers listen. In the next K stages the remaining
2(m -K) + n nodes transmit what they received to
one of the receivers by choosing their phases in such
away that the signals are received coherently for that
receiver. This is repeated K times for each receiver.
This (K + 1)-stage process then is repeated for all (K)
combinations of k transmit/receive pairs. If we assume
all the multiplexing gains are equal the sum rate of
this scheme is S = K±1mri. In [8] it is shown that
such a scheme achieves diversity equal to the number of
independent paths established between transmitter and
receiver: 2(m -K) + n + 1.

Maximizing this over choices of K we obtain the
following trade-off curve:

d(S) max (2m-2K+n+1)(1l K S). (7)

Functions (6) and (7) are plotted together with the
interference cancellation scheme in Figure 2 for the cases
m = 2, n = 6 and m = 3, n = 10. We see that
both curves match at low rates, at intermediate rates
the MAC-based scheme achieves higher diversity, but
the interference cancellation scheme is able to achieve
diversity at higher rates. In fact, the main motivation
for considering the scheme of this paper is that the
MAC scheme allows only sum-rates up to mn ,'whereas
interference cancellation allows for transmission up to a
rate of S V±2m+n+±±l 1

2

V. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT

In this section we outline the proof of Theorem 1. We
wish to show that if A and b have the form given in (5)
then Pr (*(AA) 1b < En-m2+1. The final result
follows from noting that the direct transmission of Stage
1 adds one to the diversity.
Order the singular values of A as 0 < (X1 < (J2 <

... <rm2. Then the eigenvalues of (AA*)-1 are 1 >
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2 > .. 2> This implies
m2

1 > 2

b*(AA*)-lb-b Ib 2

4=(Pr 1 b\b*(AA*) -1b

o2= (1
m
1 <2m).KmPr(O- M

- Interference Cancellation
IMAC-based scheme|

- Interference Cancellation
MAC-based scheme

2
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Fig. 2. Interference Cancellation and MAC-based Diversity-Rate
Trade-off curves.
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Fig. 3. Simulated probability density of b (AA* -b (top plots) and
the minimum singular value of A defined in (5) (lower plots). We
claim that both have diversity n- m2 + 1, which can be seen by the
derivative at the origin behaving like 0`

2
(m = 2, n = 6 for the

left plots, m = 3, n = 10 for the right plots).

By performing this bound we lose the structure of b
but encouraged by Figure 3 the diversity is unchanged
when making this approximation.
Now we wish to prove that Pr ((1(A) <e

Kn-m +1. The problem has reduced to identifying the
distribution of the smallest singular value of A near
the origin. If the matrix A were to have independent
CAV(O, 1) entries, this result can be shown to be true
by adopting the approach of [3] using the known joint
distribution of the eigenvalues. In our case the entries
of A in (5) are dependent and so computing the eigen-
value distribution is far more involved and we adopt an
alternative approach.
The set of m2 x n matrices may be viewed as points

in the vector space Cn2 n. Matrices of the form A in
(5) form a lower dimensional submanifold; denote this
space by T. Assigned to T is a probability distribution
induced by the complex Gaussian variables gij and hjk.
The matrices with smallest squared singular value less
than e will lie within a neighborhood of radius e of
the submanifold of matrices having determinant zero

4
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(call this submanifold U and the neighborhood UE). Here
distance is measured by the Frobenius (12) norm.
We are interested in the probability that a matrix from

T is in this neighborhood of U. This will be given by
integration of the probability density function of A over
the region T n UE.

For a given point a C T n U we identify the number
of linearly independent directions from a normal to U
and tangential to T. This requires knowledge of how the
submanifolds T and U intersect, which in turn involves
computation of their tangent spaces at a. This is based
on the respective parametrizations of T and U at a.

All m2 x n matrices of determinant 0 (n > m2 so
the rank is at most m2 _ 1) may be specified by m2 _ 1
of the vectors, with the remaining vectors being linear
combinations of these. Hence we may write

A= [X|XG],

where X is an m2 x (m2 -1) matrix and G is an
(Mi2 1) x (n- m2 + 1) matrix specifying the linear
combinations.

Observe that the columns of A are independent. For
any j {1, 2, ..., n} the 2m-1 values

gl Jhji1gljhj2 gljhj,lh92jhjji93jhj-. gmjhjil
specify any other entry of A. This is true by the identity

gjhk _gljhjk x gijhjl
J J 91gjhjl

Hence by permuting rows as necessary a parametrization
for A may be given by

A = y__ ,

where Y is a (2m -1) x n matrix and f (Y) is an (m-
1)2 x n matrix whose entries are of the form YijYkjlYlj
where i ranges from 2 to m, k ranges from m + 1 to
2m -1 and j ranges from 1 to n.
We carry out the integration over two stages. Firstly

we integrate over T n Ue these q dimensions. In the
second stage we integrate over all a C T n U. That is,
the desired probability may be written in the form

JXr u ~wCT p(a, w) det[J(a, w)J(a, w)*] dwda,
aGTnu Iw-al 12<,E

(8)
where p(a, w) is the probability density function of Y
evaluated at (a, w) C T.
The determinant factor here represents the volume of

an infinitesimal element in the m2n-dimensional space:
J(a, w) is the matrix whose columns span the tangent
space of T n Ue at a. The inner integral is done in

directions normal to U at a and may be approximated by
that over a sphere of radius E centered at a. The pdf of
matrices in T can be found explicitly (it depends on the
modified Bessel function of the first kind). Furthermore
the determinant in (8) is a ratio of two polynomials in
its entries, so the asymptotic behavior of the integrand
is dominated by the density function p. Knowledge of
the asymptotic behavior of p enables us to upper bound
the inner integral of (8) as (Eln(/JE))k(a)g(a), where
g : T n u -> R is some function independent of E
and g(a) - ln(l/ a ) for al --> 0 and g(a) -

exp(- a ) as al --> oc. Furthermore one can show
k(a) = n -m2 + 1 almost surely.

Effectively the inner integral is over a k-dimensional
small neighborhood of a and since the integrand is
continuous, its value by the mean value theorem is close
to the volume of that neighborhood times the value of
the density function at a.
The outer integral becomes simple the integrand

is now bounded above by a constant multiple of
p(a) (E ln(1 /e)E) k(a). Since p(a) has the asymptotic prop-
erties of g(a) and k is almost surely n- m2 + 1,
the outer integral will be some constant multiplied by
(E1n(1/E))(n m±2+1) _ n_ni2+1 and we are done. That
is, the maximum diversity of the system is n-m2 -+2.
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